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COVID 19 has totally become huge loss for this entire world and it's also caused a huge loss 

to each and every Industry. In this situation most of the industries are being closed and it has 

running in a huge loss. Like other industries and sectors Hotel industry has also being closed 

since the beginning of this pandemic and it has totally running a huge loss in revenue. As 

hotel industry is totally dependent on Accommodation and Food and it's totally closed due to 

no availability of Guests. Kolkata which is known as City of Joy and which is totally famous 

for its own delicacies and also the delicacies from various regions and for this every hotel of 

Kolkata use to have a huge profit of business each and every particular day before this 

pandemic. Kolkata also have other sectors like IT sectors, banking sectors, hospitals, 

Corporate sectors, financial sectors etc and these sectors are having top corporate delegates 

who all are almost preferable to have their conferences, meetings, seminars in top class 

hotels, not only that many other companies also have their tie up with various foreign 

companies and for them mostly they are interested to dine in top class hotels in Kolkata. For 

this the hotels of Kolkata is use to earn a huge amount of revenue in each and every 

particular day. But in this pandemic situation as the hotels and other companies are totally 

closed in this so it is running in a huge loss since beginning of this pandemic. Many hotels of 

Kolkata for having no guests is this situation is totally running in a huge loss. The revenue 

which was running cores per day is running either zero or is running in a very little which is 

totally a loss in the business. Hotels of Kolkata for not having guests is bound to closed the 

inter departments also and for this lots and lots of staffs have lost their jobs. Not only that 

our hotel industry is mostly dependable on Tourism industry and as this industry is also not 
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going properly for these reason hotels in Kolkata is running in a great loss. Hotel industry in 

this situation has got mostly got effected and loss in revenue and till date it is going and it is 

needed to be overcome after this pandemic is overwhelmed 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

In present or current situation the entire world is fighting against COVID 19.In this present 

situation each and everyone is fighting each and every seconds of their life. It is unknown to 

all about its end, but thinking about everyone and everyone’s livelihood the HOSPITALITY 

INDUSTRY had taken various steps and precautionary measures to overcome the situation of 

COVID 19 by maintaining various New normal SOP’s, that are being mentioned in this 

context  to pay for it and is in a fit condition to be received. The hotel industry has core 

operational department---Front office, Accommodation, Food and Beverage Service, Food 

Production. 

 

Research Methodology:-    

Research/ Study Design: Descriptive research Design; Factors/rubrics for the study: 

1. Name of  hotel 

2. Specific Dates ( For which the data are collected) 

3. Number of  Letable rooms  / Beds in the Hotel 

4. Average Occupancy  of  hotel rooms before Covid 19 

5.  Average Occupancy of  Hotel rooms at present 

6. Average Room Rent 

7. Demand & Supply Gap 

8. No. Of Covers in the  Restaurant, 

9. Average Turnover of covers per week ( NORMAL ) 

10. Average turnover of covers  ( Present  ) 

11. Average spending power of the guest 
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12. Demand & Supply Gap 

13. Average Numbers of cancellation per day. 

14. Mention the name & contact number of the touch points of those hotels 

Sources of Secondary Data: Magazine, Websites, newspaper 

Primary Data: Students should gather data by talking respective Hotel authorities (Mainly F. 

O. Manager, F. O Executives, F & B Manager, F & B executive’s Administrative staff & 

other officials attached with the Hotel) 

Sampling Population:  

Total Number of BHHA students   (Semester –II) 15 

 To be divided in to 3 / 4 Groups with a Teacher coordinator 

Each group will be allotted with 2/3 hotels  from where students call & try to gather 

information about mentioned topic  Hotels will be requested by the teacher coordinator 

officially to provide the required data. With the assurance that the data will be kept 

confidential. 

Research Objective:  

Study the effect of New Normal SOP in hotel operations In terms of Revenue from   1. Room 

Sales 2. Food Sales  in various Hotels in Kolkata. 

Research Data:-  

Data Interpretation & Analysis:- 

The data which we have collected from various hotels of Kolkata about their revenue 

generation in respect to Food Sales & Room Sales during the month of May, 2021 has 

depicted through the different graphs bellow. In this one month of tenure we have collected 

the data of revenue generation about food & room sales from all most 28 different categories 

of hotel in the city of Kolkata. The names of the hotel from which we have collected data are 

given bellow:- 

JW Marriott Hotel 

Kolkata 

The LaLiT Great 

Eastern Kolkata 

Howard Johnson 

by Wyndham, 

Kolkata  The Astor, Kolkata 
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The Oberoi Grand, 

Kolkata 

ITC Sonar, 

Kolkata Novotel Kolkata 

AltAir Boutique Hotel, 

Kolkata 

The Peerless Inn 

Kolkata 

The Westin 

Kolkata Rajarhat 

Hyatt Regency 

Kolkata Floatel, Kolkata 

ITC Royal Bengal, 

Kolkata 

The Lemon Tree, 

Kolkata 

Hotel Hindusthan 

International Radisson Kolkata 

The Siamton inn 

Kolkata 

The Pride Plaza 

Kolkata 

The Park Hotel 

Kolkata The Vedic Village 

The Park Prime 

,Kolkata 

The Holiday Inn 

Express Kolkata 

Taj Bengal, 

Kolkata 

Vivanta Kolkata EM 

Bypass 

The Kenilworth 

,Kolkata IBIS Kolkata 

Fairfield by 

Marriott Kolkata 

The Senator Hotel, 

Kolkata 

 

The thorough analysis of the data collected from the above 28 hotels in Kolkata in respect to 

their revenue generation from food sales in this one month tenure has been analysed through 

four different graphs bellow.  
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Graph 01 

Analysis of Graph 01 

 

From the above graph we can see that the trend of revenue generation of above 1st 8 hotels in 

Kolkata till 15th May, 2021 were going down gradually or were there in a low saturation point 

as there was the effect of Covid 19 pandemic. Between those hotels what you can see is The 

Lalit Great Eastern Kolkata could somehow maintaining stability in the food revenue earning. 

The gradual downfall of the Revenue generation from food sales became drastic after 15th  

May ,2021as the Government of West Bengal has announced certain Lock down for 15day 

and as well ordered the hotels to shutdown all the food service outlets for outside guests. I’d 

like to focus your attention on two hotels ITC Royal Bengal & JW Marriott could able to 

increase their revenue generation from sales of food & beverages somehow in this lockdown 

situation, as there were some in-house banquet parties. If you look at the revenue generation 

graph of food & beverage sales in this tenure of one month for the hotels in Kolkata it’s 

perfectly understood that the condition was really pathetic in respect to revenue generation 

from food sales & that is still continuing. Four among the eight above hotels have closed all 

the food service operations from 15th of May due to lock down but four other hotels were 

somehow managing their food service operations to the in house guests though the coffee 

shops & other outlets were closed . The most interesting fact is hotels with “0” sales after 15th  

May, like The Peerless Inn Kolkata, The Siamton inn Kolkata, The Kenilworth ,Kolkata & 

The LaLiT Great Eastern Kolkata were operating there food service operation through In 

Room Dinning or Room Service. The other hotels like JW Marriott Hotel Kolkata, The 

Oberoi Grand, Kolkata, ITC Royal Bengal, Kolkata & The Park Prime, Kolkata has operated 

their food service operation through Coffee Shops & Room Service both but not for outside 

guest.  
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Graph 02 

Analysis of Graph 02 

From the above graph we can see that the trend of revenue generation of above 2nd 8 hotels in 

Kolkata till 15th May, 2021 were doing moderate business  but in the lower side as there was 

the effect of Covid 19 pandemic. Between those hotels what you can see is The Westin 

Kolkata could somehow increase their food revenue earning. Only 2 hotels among above 8 

hotels stopped their restaurants after 15th  May ,2021as the Government of West Bengal has 

announced certain Lock down for 15day and as well ordered the hotels to shutdown all the 

food service outlets for outside guests. In this lockdown period the other 6 hotels The Westin 

Kolkata Rajarhat, The Lemon Tree, Kolkata, The Pride Plaza Kolkata, The Holiday Inn 

Express Kolkata, IBIS Kolkata, Howard Johnson by Wyndham, Kolkata has operated their 

food service operation through Coffee Shops & Room Service both but not for outside guest. 

The most interesting part in this graph is that ITC Sonar, Kolkata were low in food business 

at the starting of the month & Food Sales revenue was of Rs. 100000 for this hotel but the 

revenue increased till Rs. 300000 between 6th to 9th May but decreased again after 9th May 

and remained low consistently till the end of this month.  All most same kind effect happened 

with another three hotels The Lemon Tree Hotel could able to increase their food sales 

revenue from 10th to 15th of May till Rs. 3,00,00 but decreased after 15th May. The graph of 

Pride Plaza Kolkata was in the highest position in respect to food sales revenue in the early 

stage of the month but drastic decrease happened 14th to 16th May but again increase the sales 

between  20th to 22nd May till Rs. 3,00,000 but could not able to sustain. It’s quite 

understandable from the above graph that all other hotels were in the very low stage in 

respect to revenue earning from food businesses.   
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Graph 03 

Analysis of Graph 02:- From the above graph we can see that the trend of revenue 

generation of above 3rd group of 7 hotels in Kolkata is quite dramatic. From the above graph 

it’s clearly seen that among those seven hotels only Taj Bengal, Kolkata was in the highest 

stage in respect to food sales revenue generation & this hotels graph started from Rs.3,50,000 

where as other four hotels could not able to cross the revenue generation level of Rs. 1,00,000 

at the beginning of the month. Two more hotel AltAir Boutique & Park Hotel ,Kolkata 

started much good in the beginning of this month and the graph were in the higher side of Rs. 

2,00,000 almost but neither Taj Bengal nor Alt Air Boutique could able to sustain their food 

revenue generation like other hotels after 9th May. This downfall of food revenue generation 

remains consistent throughout the month as the certain Lockdown announced by Govt. of 
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West Bengal. I’d like to focus your attention on the graph of The Park Hotel, Kolkata as this 

is the only hotel which though have faced the downfall from 20th to 25th of May but at the end 

of this month increased their food sales revenue above Rs. 3, 00,000.    

 

Graph 04 

Analysis of Graph 04:- From the above graph we can see that the trend of revenue 

generation of above 4th group of 5 hotels in Kolkata were consistently low in the beginning of 

the month of May, 2021except Vivanta , Kolkata which started its graph on Rs.2, 00,000. The 

revenue generation form food sales were low because of the certain impact of Covid 19. The 

three hotels The Veidic Village, Kolkata, The Floatel, Kolkata & The Senator, Kolkata 

remain consistently low in the revenue generation throughout the month. They could not able 

to increase their revenue earning in respect to food sales & remain stuck at Rs. 40000 to 

50000 not more than that but the most interesting part of this graphs arises when we look at 

the increasing graph of the two hotels, 1st one Vivanta Kolkata & 2nd one Radission, Kolkata 

though between 8th to 25th of May both were in drastic condition but for Vivanta ,Kokkata it 

started to increase from 20th May & for Radission, Kolkata from 25th of May & till end of the 
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month of May,2021 the revenue from food sales of Vivanta ,Kolkata increased till 

Rs.9,80,000 whereas for Radissin it increased till Rs. 6,89,000 .  

 

Graph 05 

Analysis of Graph 05:- If we check the graph 1 of Average Room Sales percentages very 

minutely we could able to understand the situation of the revenue earned by the Kolkata 

hotels in the month of May, 2021 perfectly. Though it was the beginning of new normal 

situation of Covid 19 the all most all the eight hotels of 1st Group in the graph have started at 

a marginal situation & majority of the hotels was doing quite low businesses in respect to 

sales of accommodation. Among them Peerless Inn Kolkata was at the highest revenue earner 

than the other hotels in the beginning of the month and they have opened their account on 

55% ,it means they have sold almost 55% of the total rooms of their hotel in beginning of the 

month of May,2021 & that was quite good business they were doing. JW Marriott Kolkata & 

Park Prime Kolkata have started quite good like Peerless Inn Kolkata & their room sale 

percentage was all most 50% & 45%. In this situation we shouldn't say it was a bad start.  

Oberai Grand Kolkata, ITC Royal Kolkata & Kenilworth Kolkata started their room Sales 

position on 40%, the condition was comparatively poor as they are the best selling hotels in 

Kolkata for all seasons. Simpton Inn Kolkata, though is not much popular hotel in Kolkata 

was really doing good business than other hotels in the beginning of the month. This hotel 
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opened their book on almost 40% of Average Room Sales in this crisis situation. The Lalit 

Great Eastern Kolkata's room sales condition was really quite poor in respect to other 7 hotels 

of the graph as they have started at 30% only. Now if we check the 2nd stage of the graphs 

we will certainly find that the all eight hotels could able to maintain their room sales 

percentage at a constant level except, Peerless Inn, JW Marriott & ITC Royal Kolkata till 5th 

to 14th May, 2021. Those three hotels have face drastic slow down on Room Sales 

percentage within the above period and that basically happened due to New Normal SOP 

introduce by State Government. After 15th, May, 2021 all the hotels have faced a dramatic 

downfall at room sales percentage as the State Government announced the certain Lockdown 

for 15 days. But in this situation one hotel among 1st group of 8 hotels could able to sustain 

their Average Room Sale Percentage that is Lalit Great Eastern Kolkata. Where all the 7 

hotels were came bellow 5 to 18% of Average Room Sale percentage the Lalit Great Eastern 

Kolkata were doing their accommodation business in 30% of Average Room Sales. All the 7 

hotels except Lalit Great Eastern Kolkata came at the lowest of their Average Room Sales 

Percentage on 20th, May & after 20th May, the all 7 hotels started to uplift their Average 

Room Sales Percentage gradually. Till the end of the month highest business given by ITC 

Royal, JW Marriott & Peerless Inn Kolkata. The highest level of Average Room Sales 

Percentage increased till 45% by Peerless Inn Kolkata. According to the graph the Lalit Great 

Eastern Kolkata remain different than other bit different than other 7 hotels of 1st Group. 

Though this hotel could able to uplift their Average Room Sales Percentage to all most 30% 

between 14th to 20th May but could able to sustain the same for the last phase of the month 

& their Average Room Sales Percentage gone down to 18%. That is the analysis of the 

graphs of the Average Room Sale Percentage for the 1st Group of 8 hotels in Kolkata. 
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Graph 06 

Analysis of Graph 06:-Analysis of Graph 06:- If we check the 2nd group of the graphs 

minutely we could able to understand that this hotels were in much better in condition in 

respect to Average Room Sale Percentages than the hotels in 1group because in this 2nd 

group the higher margin of the opening room sale percentage is much from 30% to 70% 

where in 1st group it was from 30% to 55% only.  The Holiday Inn Kolkata & Lemon Tree 

Kolkata started their Average Room Sale Percentage on 70% & 60%, where as the 5 hotel 

among the 2nd group of eight hotels have started their business between 40% to 50%. Those 

hotels are as Novotel Kolkata, Howard Jonson Kolkata,ITC Sonar Kolkata, IBIS Kolkata, 

Pride Plaza Kolkata. The lowest opening Average Room Sale Percentage was there for 

Westin Kolkata of 30%. Till the mid of the May,2021 all the 2nd group of eight hotels could 

able to retain their Average Room Sale Percentage at a steady position but after 15th May all 

most all hotels of the 2nd group faced a certain downfall except Hotel Westin Kolkata. The 

Average Room Sale Percentage came in 16% to 38% in this certain downfall for the 7 hotels 

among 2nd group of hotel but Westin Kolkata could able to increase their Average Room 

Sale Percentage to 35% for 29% which was in the opening of the month & that increased till 

38% on 20th May, whereas other all seven hotels were at a steady downfall on Average 

Room Sale Percentage from 15th to 25th May. Within this period one more hotel along with 

Westin Kolkata could able to increase their Average Room Sale Percentage till 43% which is 

comparatively higher among all the 8 hotels within the 2nd group but all the other hotels 

facing a drastic downfall from 7% to 25%.After 25th of May, almost all the hotels started to 

increase their Average Room Sale Percentage & till the end of the month it increased to 54% 

for Lemon Tree Hotel Kolkata which was at the highest and the 21% for Westin Kolkata at 

the lowest. In this last phase of the graph or month all the hotels were all most at the same 

condition except Howard Jonson Kolkata. Whereas all the hotels have increased their 

Average Room Sale Percentage at the end of this month but Howard Jonson dramatically 

decreased their Average Room Sale Percentage from 47% to 25% within 26th to 30th May. 

In this group of graphs we have seen that all most all the hotels have followed the type of 

graphs though they all have started from different stages of Average Room Sale Percentage at 

the beginning of the month only the different sales graph found in the case of Howard Jonson 

Kolkata. The downfall of the Average Room Sale Percentage for every hotel happened within 

15th to 25th May because of the announcement of the certain Lockdown at the city of 

Kolkata. 
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Graph 07 

Analysis of Graph 07:- In this Group of Graphs we have taken the consideration of the 3rd 

Group of 7 Kolkata hotels Room Sales Percentage and the revenue generation of them in the 

month of May, 2021. If we check the graph properly and minutely we will certainly see that 

all the 7 hotels in this 3rd group have started their journey of room sale percentages from 
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40% to 50% in the beginning of the May 2021 & could able to sustain their average room 

sale percentage till 15th May. Within 15th to 19th May all the hotels has faced a drastic 

downfall because of the certain lockdown announcement by State Government of West 

Bengal. Where the average room sale percentages were 40% to 50% in came down to 30% to 

10% except one hotel in Kolkata that is Altair Boutique could able to maintain their room 

sales percentage. 

 

Graph 08 
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Analysis of Graph 08:- The last 5 hotels of the 4th group of graphs have shown a very 

dramatic condition. In this graphs we can see very well that at the beginning of the month all 

the hotels have started their room sales percentage between 30% to 55% among them The 

Senator Kolkata were in the highest in the position & the lowest was Radisson Kolkata at 

30% others were between 40% to 45%. From the graphs it's clearly shown that almost all the 

hotels were a steady business till 15th May from 5th May. The exact downfall started from 

15th May & a gradual downfall happened till 25th May. The reason of the downfall is none 

other than the others and it's the certain lockdown at kolkata announced Govt.of West 

Bengal. Among the 5 hotels the Radisson Kolkata though have started at the bottom level 

could able to sustain their business till 21st May within this lockdown period but faced again 

a downfall 20th to 25th May and could able to increase their room sales from 25th May and 

could able to bring it till 35% between 26th to 30t May, 2021. But other hotels like Floatel 

Kolkata, The Vedic Village, Vivanta Kolkata & The Senator Kolkata could not able to 

sustain and increase their revenue for room sales percentage. Over all if we see again at the 

graphs we could able to understand clearly that not a single hotel could able to maintain a 

steady room revenue percentages though out the year. 

CONCLUSION:-  

From the 1st wave the second wave appeared. In this situation the hotels of Kolkata In this 

pandemic situation after overcoming is overcome by maintaining safety and precautionary 

measures and by maintaining social distance. Mostly important that the revenue which should 

be earned should be in half of the amount prior to COVID situation. In this era the hotels also 

got tie-up with various hospitals and  are also providing food, totally packed food made 

totally for patients and delivering them to various hospitals. Some top class hotels also 

opened their room for quarantine of the patients. But somehow slowly this is actually 

increasing and overcoming the revenue and overwhelming the situation.  
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